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The author of The Wedding Date serves up a novel about what happens when a public proposal doesn't turn into a happy ending, thanks to a woman who knows
exactly how to make one on her own...
When someone asks you to spend your life with him, it shouldn't come as a surprise--or happen in front of 45,000 people.
When freelance writer Nikole Paterson goes to a Dodgers game with her actor boyfriend, his man bun, and his bros, the last thing she expects is a scoreboard
proposal. Saying no isn't the hard part--they've only been dating for five months, and he can't even spell her name correctly. The hard part is having to face a stadium
full of disappointed fans...
At the game with his sister, Carlos Ibarra comes to Nik's rescue and rushes her away from a camera crew. He's even there for her when the video goes viral and Nik's
social media blows up--in a bad way. Nik knows that in the wilds of LA, a handsome doctor like Carlos can't be looking for anything serious, so she embarks on an
epic rebound with him, filled with food, fun, and fantastic sex. But when their glorified hookups start breaking the rules, one of them has to be smart enough to put on
the brakes...

The Proposal (TV Series 2018â€“ ) - IMDb An undercover cop needs a female police officer to pretend to be his wife in order to get close to a ruthless crime boss.
The boss's attraction to her entangles them in a complex and dangerous triangle. The Proposal (2009) - IMDb A pushy boss forces her young assistant to marry her in
order to keep her visa status in the U.S. and avoid deportation to Canada. The Proposal (2009) - Rotten Tomatoes When high-powered book editor Margaret faces
deportation to her native Canada, the quick-thinking exec declares that she's actually engaged to her unsuspecting put-upon assistant Andrew, who she's.

Amazon.com: Watch The Proposal | Prime Video A movie with two great stars and a fantastic array huge stars as their supporting cast (including, Mary Steenburgen,
Craig T. Nelson, Betty White. The Proposal: ABCâ€™s New Reality Show Is the Worst I want to be very clear: Do not watch ABCâ€™s new reality show The
Proposal.Yes, there are some bits that are so awful, theyâ€™re ridiculous. But I promise you itâ€™s not worth it. Proposal - Wikipedia Proposal(s) or The Proposal
may refer to: Media Plays. The Proposal, alternative title of Chekhov's 1890 play A Marriage Proposal. The Proposal, an Australian television play based on the
Chekhov play; Proposals, 1997 play by Neil Simon; Television. The Proposal, a 2018 reality dating series; One of three episodes from the television series Dynasty:
"The Proposal" (Dynasty 1983.

The Proposal (TV series) - Wikipedia The Proposal; Genre: Reality Series: Created by: Mike Fleiss: Presented by: Jesse Palmer: Country of origin: United States:
Original language(s): English: No. of. The Proposal: Mike and Monica Are Still Together | PEOPLE.com The Proposal airs Mondays (10 p.m. ET) on ABC. Per the
premise of the show, a bachelor or bachelorette is hidden from view while being introduced to 10 people vying for their love. Are The Proposal Couples Still
Together? Find Out Where ... Despite the fact that ABC's hit new dating show, The Proposal, rounded out its first season on Aug. 27, fans still can't help but wonder
where the 10 reality TV couples are today! After all, what'sâ€¦.
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